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The Trinity Sisters
2017-05-15

three powerful sisters three men born to protect them the fate of magic lies in their hands sinclair the
oldest of her three sisters she remembered the night they were torn apart with an aching clarity she s
spent years fighting to find the sisters she lost and bring them back together but it s a chance
meeting with a stranger that leads her to the destiny she had no idea of kincaid the middle child and
a powerful seer she s been waiting years for the arrival of her oldest sister however it s the sudden
appearance of a man who knows too much that catches her off guard he awakens a truth in her she
never anticipated but is he there to save her or kill her quinn the youngest and the strongest of them
all she has no clue about her ability or the prophecy she must play her part in only the unfailing love
of her childhood sweetheart will keep her safe as she discovers her sisters and the dark destiny they
must face a bestselling series now packaged in a complete collection book one of the bestselling
trinity trilogy sinclair is a spunky sassy heroine who would steal your heart but garvin already did
laugh out loud and audacious he steals the show and is the best sidekick any new witch could want a
modern fantasy the trinity sisters is a trilogy with each book focusing on a sister and her story while
weaving the over arcing story into each one seamlessly my favorite series of hers by far luke milo or
dane can i have all three please

The Sisters of Versailles
2015-09

court intriguers are beginning to sense that young king louis xv after seven years of marriage is tiring
of his polish wife the race is on to find a mistress for the royal bed the king s scheming ministers push
louise the eldest of the aristocratic nesle sisters into the arms of the king over the following decade of
the five nesle sisters louise pauline diane hortense and marie anne four will become mistresses to
king louis xv all will conspire betray suffer and triumph in a desperate fight for both love and power

The Quickening
2014-01-13

tiffany curran has the ability to read places and people by touch and although it s a gift she uses to
help people it s also a curse that prevents her from having much human contact she tries to keep life
simple but that all changes when katerina volchosky calls in the sisters of spirits paranormal team for
help kat is tired of reporting about violence in the city and vows this story is her last she is hoping
that s o s can connect with a serial killer s victims to help provide clues when she meets tiffany she
dreams of a promise made centuries ago to a flame haired priestess ancient whispers of curses and
witches haunt tiffany s nightmares and the closer she and kat get to the murderer the louder the
whispers get worse tiffany has a horrific suspicion she might know who the killer is

Ordeal
1953

get the hart sister s trilogy all three usa today s best selling stories for only 6 99 the billionaire s
secret marriage dante liakos had yet another challenge to overcome in securing his business empire s
future but this one was much more personal in nature the need for a wife and an heir without them he
could lose control of the empire he had worked so hard to rebuild and expand however as he had



found so many times before turning a challenge into a success was about recognizing the right
opportunity and acting upon it decisively in jayden hart he saw such an opportunity enclosed in the
rare combination of innocence beauty and brilliance a combination he couldn t resist despite his
attempts to remain aloof from the relationship normally poised and self assured jayden s world had
taken an alarming turn what initially had seemed like a nuisance was quickly becoming a significant
threat to her business her family and her whole way of life and she had no idea how to avoid
catastrophe dante s suggested solution presented a potential lifeline but with what strings attached
would the solution be worse than the crisis that had required it and how was she to avoid falling in
love with her secret husband the italian s twin surprise five years ago janine hart fell in love and her
world fell apart she found herself pregnant and in love with a man who didn t know how to love
anyone so she left and came back to the arms of her family pulled her life together and gave birth to
two beautiful twin daughters now micah is back and he wants to try again he s willing to try things her
way but can she risk being hurt again and how was she to explain that he was a father how could she
tell this powerful italian male that she wouldn t put herself into that position again especially when
she couldn t avoid falling into his arms the forbidden russian lover jilted at the altar good grief
jasmine really could pick em but she was resilient and decided to go on the honeymoon anyway she
would learn to live as an independent woman and be happy with her life what she hadn t anticipated
was falling into the arms of the horrible critical and enticingly handsome antoniv petrov literally his
strong arms and wealth were everything she could not want in a man she had to find her own way her
sisters had both fallen for wealthy powerful men and jasmine was determined to be different besides
antoniv only wanted a sexual relationship and the hart sisters seemed to have inherited a crazy
fertility somehow both had gotten pregnant despite precautions so there was no way she was going
to risk getting involved with the amazingly handsome russian billionaire there were too many reasons
to stay away from them but only one reason she couldn t she wanted him antoniv couldn t believe the
little spitfire who had fallen into his arms she was a sexy little siren that he was determined to have in
his bed one by one he eliminated all of the excuses she had for avoiding a relationship with him and
in the end atoniv petrov always gets what he wants

The Hart Sisters Trilogy
2017-01-02

an ancient prophecy divides two sisters one good one evil who will prevail twin sisters lia and alice
milthorpe have just become orphans they have also become enemies as they discover their roles in a
prophecy that has turned generations of sisters against each other they find themselves entangled in
a mystery that involves a tattoo like mark their parents deaths a boy a book and a lifetime of secrets

Prophecy of the Sisters
2010-07-01

can hannah find refuge redemption and a fresh beginning after her world is shattered when the heart
cries her life among her amish community brutally interrupted seventeen year old hannah lapp faces
questions neither family nor fiancé nor even faith can easily answer the first book in the sisters of the
quilt series when the heart cries will ignite a broader understanding of others beliefs and a god given
strength to deal with pain we all experience when the morning comes rejected by those she loves
hannah lapp leaves her amish community and seeks refuge in the world outside leaving her family
and friends to wrestle with the painful truths that emerge in the wake of her disappearance as she
struggles to find her place in the confusing englischer world her community deals with the turbulent
aftermath of her departure when the soul mends hoping to help her sister hannah lapp reluctantly
returns to the old order amish community she fled in disgrace more than two years earlier when



hidden truths are revealed about her former fiancé she must choose whether to return to the plain life
or to the englischer man who adores her in this captivating conclusion to the sisters of the quilt series
this three in one collection includes the entirety of the best selling sisters of the quilt trilogy now at a
new low price

Sisters of the Quilt
2011-03-16

the sweet sisters trilogy collects lizzie lane s beloved second world war trilogy wartime sweethearts
war baby home sweet home follow the sweet family through love and war as they fight for the future
of their village bakery and find their own futures changing more than they ever imagined

Sweet Sisters Trilogy
2016-12-01

1 new york times bestselling author nora roberts hailed by publishers weekly as a storyteller of
immeasurable diversity and talent presents the first book in a trilogy about friendship fate and the
mysterious ways of the heart when nell channing arrives on charming three sisters island she believes
that she s finally found refuge from her abusive husband and from the terrifying life she fled so
desperately eight months ago but even in this quiet peaceful place nell never feels entirely at ease
careful to conceal her true identity she takes a job as a cook at the local bookstore café and begins to
explore her feelings for the island sheriff zack todd but there is a part of herself she can never reveal
to him for she must continue to guard her secrets if she wants to keep the past at bay one careless
word one misplaced confidence and the new life she s so carefully created could shatter completely
just as nell starts to wonder if she ll ever be able to break free of her fear she realizes that the island
suffers under a terrible curse one that can only be broken by the descendants of the three sisters the
witches who settled the island back in 1692 and now with the help of two other strong gifted women
and the nightmares of the past haunting her every step she must find the power to save her home
her love and herself don t miss the other books in the three sisters island trilogy heaven and earth
face the fire

Dance Upon the Air
2001-06-01

the third of three haunting novella spin offs to prophecy of the sisters to be published as e books the
gate to the mortal world is finally closed lia milthorpe has settled with her husband on altus the land
that bridges the gap between the otherworlds and the physical one samael s banishment has brought
prosperity to the land and no one is happier than una whelan for the first time in centuries those who
live on the island including una and her suitor fenris can do so in peace or so they thought this novella
reveals what happens to lia dimitri and altus after circle of fire the final book in the prophecy of the
sisters trilogy if you thought there was a happy ending think again

Rise of Souls
2012-07-03

from 1 new york times bestselling author susan mallery comes three fan favorite tales of sisterhood
love and fresh starts sweet talk the twenty eight year old piano prodigy claire keyes has never had a



regular boyfriend much less a real romance claire is determined to fall in love or at least in lust for the
first time ruggedly sexy wyatt just might fit the bill although he keeps saying that he and claire come
from entirely different worlds he lights up hotter than a bakery oven whenever claire is near if this
keeps up she just might sweet talk him into her bed and her life sweet spot responsibility should be
nicole keyes s middle name but super reliable nicole is getting sick of putting everyone else s needs
first enter hawk the deliciously sexy former nfl player offers nicole a taste of the freedom she craves
hawk might be a sweet temptation but nicole s not about to let him get close enough to break her
heart of course she might not have a choice in the matter sweet trouble jesse keyes has changed her
ways with a steady job and a vibrant son gabe she s in a far better place than when she left seattle
five years ago pregnant and misunderstood now it s time to go home and face her demons but matt
gabe s father makes it clear he hasn t forgiven her jesse doesn t know if she can make up for her past
mistakes but she can promise to make it worth the trouble previously published

The Complete Bakery Sisters Trilogy
2018-12-17

soul sisters is an urban fantasy novel about african american twin sisters ani and dana who have a
rather unique secret one sister is human while the other is a vampire while the sisters have lived
peacefully with each other for many years one fateful night will change both their lives forever when a
drunken man tries to attack dana the human sister ani the vampire sister protects her sister with all
of her ferocious power however when the vampire s leader donovan finds out about the public display
he calls for the sisters to be assassinated for disobedience ani and dana now are in for the fight of
their lives to protect each other as well as the lives of their dedicated friends who have joined them
on their mission for survival if dana and ani can make it through this time of uncertainty ani can take
her new place as vampire queen soul sisters is expected to be a trilogy the book also features a
multicultural cast of characters that brings a new edge of chic to the vampire world praise for soul
sisters i have read so many vampire novels but ms eldridge s idea of the soul sister was nice and
fresh i also liked how the author included several cultures in her story i thought that was a good idea
because you do not see this done often urban fantasy and paranormal lovers should definitely give
soul sisters a chance brianna lee book reviews soul sisters pulled at my heart on several levels love vs
sisterhood life and death obedience vs disobedience and light and darkness the story moved from two
different worlds and time periods but not once is the reader left wondering where they are the
conflicts can cause a reader to stop only for a second to breath that s just how emotional the story
can get at times reader s paradise book club of course i loved that the sisters were african american
you almost never see that in these kind of books i also liked there wasn t a love triangle i m kind of
sick of that it was more about the bond between the sisters which is very real and really cool diverse
pages

Soul Sisters
2012-10-18

shade stewart is a member of the sisters of spirits paranormal investigative group and a self
proclaimed necromancer renowned for leaving a trail of broken hearts she walks between darkness
and the light searching to ease the emptiness in her spirit with women and whatever else might ease
the pain after an explosion leaves her in a coma shade is trapped in a place between this reality and
her nightmares fighting for her life and her soul raven sanchez a fiery generational witch is the
newest member of sos instantly attracted to shade and the power she possesses raven pursues her
ignoring the darkness that surrounds her blinded by her desire she uses her magic in an attempt to
win shade s heart setting in motion forces beyond her control third in the sisters of spirits trilogy



The Deadening
2015-02-15

enjoy this clean small town romance by award winning and bestselling author lucinda race a magical
wedding dress leads to enchanting new love when three single sisters inherit their scottish great
grandmother s wedding dress they also inherit the legend that comes with it put on the dress look in
a mirror and reveal the future the dress is more than just silk and lace for magic has been stitched
into the seams of the dress for the maclellan sisters and the men who love them the enchanted
wedding dress promises a legacy of everlasting love if they re willing to take a chance and follow their
hearts on the wild and unpredictable ride of finding happily ever after the maclellan sisters boxset is
the complete story of the three sisters clean and romantic stories with a guaranteed happily ever
after happy reading

The MacLellan Sisters Trilogy
2021-08-28

discover the heartfelt historical saga series from bestseller lizzie lane a gripping saga and a storyline
that will keep you hooked rosie goodwin the tobacco girls is another heartwarming tale of love and
friendship and a must read for all saga fans jean fullerton this boxset contains the complete sweet
sisters trilogy wartime sweethearts war baby home sweet home wartime sweethearts the sweet
family have run the local bakery for as long as anyone can remember twins ruby and mary sweet help
their widowed father out when they can mary loves baking and has no intention of leaving their small
gloucestershire village while ruby dreams of life in london but as war threatens there will be changes
for all of the sweet family war baby the war has had a devastating effect on the sweet family with
young charlie sweet lost at sea presumed dead and bombs falling on nearby bristol still there is a
glimmer of hope on the horizon in the form of mary sweet s upcoming wedding to her canadian beau
but even that has failed to rouse their father from his grief but in london a baby has been found in a
bombed out house sheltered in the arms of his dead mother a child to make life worth living again
home sweet home frances sweet can t really remember her real parents brought up by her uncle her
cousins ruby and mary have always treated her like their little sister as the war continues to keep her
cousins separated from the men they love frances is growing up fast enough to catch the eye of
dashing american soldier declan but she also has a greater longing to find the mother who abandoned
her years before

The Sweet Sisters Trilogy
2023-12-11

the three macinnes sisters are well known throughout the highlands heather the eldest is known for
her beauty and kindness patience the middle sister while attractive is known for her warrior skills
emma the youngest is plain featured her passion is knowledge there is nothing the sisters will not do
for each other and their love and loyalty is tested when heather is abducted emma must ride alone
through a rainstorm to reach the macclennan keep and fetch the mighty warrior rogan macclennan
heather s intended nothing must delay her her sister s life depends on it emma is not only shocked by
the warrior s handsome features but by his refusal to leave immediately once he learns that heather
has been abducted his excuse is the raging storm but emma will not bow to the mighty warrior s
dictates she sneaks off to return to the injured macinnes warriors and to search for heather rogan
macclennan cannot believe the audacity of the youngest macinnes sister to call him a coward and
then sneak off in nothing more than her nightdress when he gets his hands on her he intends to see



her sent home to her father then he will rescue his intended without any interference from emma
thrown together the unlikely pair must face more trials and tribulations than they ever imagined
possible they also must face something both are trying desperately to ignore and deny that they are
falling in love emma cannot betray her sister and rogan must do his duty to his clan they have no
future together or do they

Highlander's Stolen Heart
2014

combining the social commentary of the handmaid s tale with the white knuckled thrills of red rising
this epic space opera follows a comfort woman as she claims her agency a soldier questioning his
allegiances and a non binary hero out to save the solar system first sister has no name and no voice
as a priestess of the sisterhood she travels the stars alongside the soldiers of earth and mars the
same ones who own the rights to her body and soul when her former captain abandons her first sister
s hopes for freedom are dashed when she is forced to stay on her ship with no friends no power and a
new captain saito ren whom she knows nothing about she is commanded to spy on captain ren by the
sisterhood but soon discovers that working for the war effort is so much harder to do when you re
falling in love lito val lucius climbed his way out of the slums to become an elite soldier of venus but
was defeated in combat by none other than saito ren resulting in the disappearance of his partner
hiro when lito learns that hiro is both alive and a traitor to the cause he now has a shot at redemption
track down and kill his former partner but when he discovers recordings that hiro secretly made lito s
own allegiances are put to the test ultimately he must decide between following orders and following
his heart a stunning and sweeping debut novel that explores the power of technology colonization
race and gender the first sister is perfect for fans of james s a corey chuck wendig and margaret
atwood

The First Sister
2020-08-04

the unforgettable novels in new york times bestselling author shelley shepard gray s beloved sisters
of the heart trilogy together for the first time in a single volume hidden escaping an abusive boyfriend
anna finds a refuge at the brenneman bed and breakfast with her lifelong friend katie brenneman but
while she feels she s found a home among the amish can anna deny the life she left behind and will
her chance for happiness be stolen away by the man from her past wanted frightened by how far she
s strayed from her values during her rumspringa katie vows to cut all ties with the outside world now
widower jonathan lundy has asked her to help him take care of his two young girls will the past
destroy katie s chances for love forgiven injured when a fire destroys her family s barn winnie returns
home from the hospital to find her brother jonathan seeking vengeance on the arsonist responsible
but in an amish community founded on grace and forgiveness will his unwillingness to forgive ruin the
trust that forms the foundation of their lives

Sisters of the Heart: The Trilogy
2012-01-03

raw storytelling and textured characters that take risk and get rewarded three sisters is meant for the
big screen it s tomb raider meets lord of the flies with all the good aspects of water world sprinkled in
if you run into a survivor they ll tell you about the day the enders crashed upon the world s shores
sadie larkin survived she escaped the global catastrophe and violent chaos venturing back to her



childhood home in the old growth forest in the mountains by the sea sadie dug in deep among the
fallen redwoods and those that still stood solitude survival ten years hunting ten years of questions
sadie runs into a man from her past he s been badly beaten lies unconscious and is nearly dead
through this man she learns the horrible truth the splitter nation has arrived and they re on her front
doorstep sadie grabs her bow and ends up saving much more than just one man

Three Sisters
2019-04-22

with time dwindling but her will to end the prophecy stronger than ever lia sets out on a journey to
find the remaining keys locate the missing pages of the prophecy and convince her sister alice to help
or risk her life trying lia has her beloved dimitri by her side but alice has james the man who once
loved her sister and maybe still does james doesn t know the truth about either sister or the prophecy
that divides them and alice intends to keep it that way there are some secrets sisters aren t meant to
share because when they do it destroys them this stunning conclusion to michelle zink s prophecy of
the sisters trilogy will make saying good bye bittersweet for readers

Circle of Fire
2011-08-03

the brand new romance from new york times bestselling author susan mallery no one knows you
better

The Sister Effect
2023-03-07

what would you do if you saw yourself as a toddler on a missing children s website lauren has always
known she was adopted but when a little research turns up the possibility that she was snatched from
an american family as a baby suddenly lauren s life seems like a sham and it seems that the
circumstances of her disappearance are murky and lauren s kidnappers are still at large and willing to
do anything to keep her silent two years after the events of girl missingand life is not getting any
easier for sixteen year old lauren as exam pressure and a recent family tragedy take their toll lauren s
birth mother takes lauren and her two sisters on holiday in the hope that some time together will help
but when one of the sisters disappears under circumstances very similar to those in which lauren was
taken years before lauren fears the nightmare might happen all over again six years have passed
since the end of sister missingand madison is now a teenager during a visit to older sister lauren she
learns more about their biological father and sets out to track him down her search bears fruit sooner
than she expects but is the father she discovers all he seems as madison gets drawn into a
mysterious investigation involving missing girls and secret hideaways she finds herself in more and
more danger this ebook bind up includes girl missing sister missingand missing me plus a bonus
chapter of when wolfe met madison

The Missing Trilogy
2013-12-19

epic tale about three girls growing up in kenya in the 1950s



Blood Sisters
2005

as world war ii looms a battle rages between two wealthy london sisters the characters are rich varied
and intriguing booklist it is 1935 and the granville family lives in a world of splendor rosie granville
and her younger sister juliet are launched onto the london social scene in an extravagant debutante
ball and the granville girls are the talk of the town vying for the affections of the same set of men
each is desperate to make a better match than her sister regardless of the collateral damage but
when juliet becomes embroiled in a series of scandals she and rosie soon discover there are some
things even their rich and influential parents aren t able to cover up in this dramatic and enthralling
historical saga of love and sibling rivalry

The Seven Sisters Trilogy
2015

enjoy this clean small town romance by award winning and bestselling author lucinda race can
something old lead to something new jamie maclellan has vowed to remain happily single as a cpa
she has a logical mind but when an antique wedding dress and a letter from her great grandmother
arrive from scotland fate may have other plans family lore reveals the heirloom dress is enchanted
and if a maclellan descendent tries it on her future will be revealed after slipping the dress on jamie
sees a shadow of a man in the mirror is it a trick of the light or something more she and her two
sisters devise a plan to see if the handsome lawyer she s been dating could be the one then she
meets caleb his sexy twin brother who sets her heart racing caleb sullivan lives a vagabond life as a
traveling chef to the rich and famous his footloose and glamorous life is lonely he longs to fall in love
and give up accumulating frequent flyer miles he meets jamie while visiting his brother in a small
town in vermont will she give him a reason to stay there s only one problem she s dating his brother
old and new is the first novel in the maclellan sisters trilogy although each book can be read as
standalone a sweet and clean romantic story with a guaranteed happily ever after happy reading

The Granville Sisters
2020-08-03

brenna harris was a nurturer at heart having lost her sister at a young age then having to watch her
parents marriage fall apart she quickly learned that it was up to her to take on the responsibility to
care for and protect the people around her grant warner preferred a solitary existence as a police
detective he often found himself sitting in his car watching a suspect or going under cover with only
himself as company after the falling out he had with his family the solitude suited him he didnt need
nor did he want the responsibility of having to make anyone else happy then one fateful day while
working undercover to solve a murder case grant watched helplessly as a beautiful stranger stepped
forward to protect him putting her own life at risk from that moment on their lives became inherently
entwined as grant works with his department to help solve a series of murders he fights equally hard
against his attraction to brenna when she comes under threat from some unknown assailant he has
no choice but to step in to protect her as much as he wants her safe being with her goes against the
self imposed singular existence that he prefers can brenna show grant that a life with her is worth the
risk will grant allow her in or will he walk away from her like he did his own family



Old and New
2019-06-19

in this delightful heartwarming novel kathy love introduces the stepp sisters three women whose lives
are about to take a turn for the wild the unpredictable and the absolutely enchanting meet abby note
to self remind me to have my head examined what exactly possessed me to come home to millbrook
maine where nothing changes but the weather oh right a six month grant to do genetics research at
rand laboratories what can i say i m a smart girl and smart girls get what they need and get out again
smart girls don t dream they settle and smart girls do not get completely tongue tied while holding a
basket of fried clams when they bump into the most gorgeous man they haven t seen in fifteen years
chase jordan remind me to have my hormones removed chase jordan town bad boy rebel with a
cause to show up in my dreams unannounced oh boy this is not good not smart it s like high school all
over again but in a good way a heart thumping way an i have no idea what s going to happen way a
way that s making me feel like maybe settling for what i have isn t so smart but really going after
what i want is the craziest thing i may ever do

A Reason to Dream
2015-11-21

all three books in the coretta scott king award winning series by new york times bestselling author rita
williams garcia are now available in one ebook collection each humorous unforgettable story follows
the gaither sisters as they grow up during one of the most tumultuous eras in recent american history
the 1960s read the adventures of eleven year old delphine and her younger sisters vonetta and fern
as they visit their kin all over the rapidly changing nation and as they discover that the bonds of
family and their own strength run deeper than they ever knew possible this collection includes one
crazy summer a newbery honor book national book award finalist and winner of the scott o dell award
p s be eleven and gone crazy in alabama all of which will make the perfect addition to a young reader
s growing library a beloved middle grade series school library journal starred review funny wise
poignant and thought provoking horn book starred review the gaither sisters are an irresistible trio
williams garcia excels at conveying defining moments of american society from their point of view
publishers weekly starred review

Getting What You Want
2010-04-06

enjoy this clean small town romance by award winning and bestselling author lucinda race he s just a
borrowed boyfriend he might also be her true love gym owner kenzie maclellan has always been the
most independent of her sisters spunky and self reliant she vowed to stay single just like them but
when her newly married sister passes their grandmother s enchanted wedding dress to kenzie she
can t resist trying it on what she sees when she looks in the mirror shakes her to her core robbie
burns childhood buddy best friend occasional borrowed boyfriend that s the future the dress predicts
for her robbie burns has tried for years to pry kenzie from his heart she d never see him as more than
her manager at the gym her camping pal the guy she borrowed when she needed a date for dinner or
the movies that hasn t stopped him from being in love with her but on their annual hiking trip in the
white mountains kenzie tumbles just not in the way either of them planned for the first time in her life
an injured kenzie is forced to lean on someone else for a change robbie s tender care for her and her
growing attraction to him is setting off all her alarm bells robbie would never a change a thing about
her but is kenzie willing to risk it has a borrowed wedding dress really revealed kenzie s borrowed



boyfriend might be the love of her life borrowed is the second novel in the maclellan sisters trilogy
although each book can be read as standalone a sweet and clean romantic story with a guaranteed
happily ever after happy reading

Gaither Sisters Trilogy Collection
2018-10-02

step into the light and you ll see them a headstrong young healer with wings a mermaid with more
than one secret and a vengeful fauen she just may slit your throat enter their world of emrysia part
fantasy pure fairytale but not for the faint of heart because here in the light the shadow is growing
forget everything you think you know about fairies mermaids and fauen pretty tales to put children to
sleep now enter the magically shifting landscape of emrysia where sentient swamps and ancient
forests enchant disobedient daughters maybe to death journey with three youngsters aryelle a
winged healer with an amazing gift lureli of the mer who shimmers with secrets deep as the sea and
fierce eleanor barely four feet tall on hoof point she has horns even if you can t see them three sisters
separate races one common destiny

Borrowed
2019-07-10

ripley todd just wants to live a quiet peaceful kind of life her job as a sheriff s deputy keeps her busy
and happy and she has no trouble finding men when she wants them which lately isn t all that often
she s perfectly content except for one thing she has special powers that both frighten and confuse her
and though she tries hard to hide them she can t get them under control distraction soon arrives in
the handsome form of macallister booke a researcher who s come to investigate the rumours of
witchcraft that haunt three sisters island right from the start he knows there s something
extraordinary about ripley todd it s not just her blazing green eyes and her sultry smile there s
something else something he can detect but she ll never admit fascinated by her struggle with her
amazing abilities he becomes determined to help her accept who she is and find the courage to open
her heart but before ripley and mac can dream of what lies in the future they must confront the pain
of the past for the island shelters centuries of secrets and a legacy of danger that plagues them still

Emrysia
2013-11-17

the johnson family grew up in a small jersey town even though each are their own they forever have
each other s backs through thick and thin family always comes first find out how the johnson family
went from one chance to one night to one hour and finally one kiss

Heaven and Earth
2002-02-01

she s looking good but allison avery can t believe it growing up with beautiful blond sisters allison has
always been the dark haired interesting looking avery so when the devil shows up and offers to make
her gorgeous allison jumps at the chance to finally get noticed but there s one tiny catch and it s not
her soul the devil wants her cell phone though her deal with the devil seems like a good idea at the
time allison soon realizes that being gorgeous isn t as easy as it looks are her new friends and



boyfriend for real or do they just like her pretty face allison can t trust anyone anymore and her
possessed phone and her family s financial crisis aren t making things any easier plus when she finds
out that she might be america s next teen model all hell breaks loose allison may be losing control but
how far is she willing to go to stay gorgeous forever following the critically acclaimed lucky rachel vail
continues her poignant sisterhood trilogy with the rebellious middle avery sister allison fiery sarcastic
and just plain fun gorgeous captures the heartbreak and hilarity in one girl s attempt to have it all

The Johnson Sisters Trilogy
2022-10-04

before prophecy of the sisters before alice and lia became pawns in the curse that turned sister
against sister the burden of the prophecy belonged to their mother adelaide this is her story adelaide
milthorpe is losing her grip on sanity she is a gate a human portal to the otherworlds destined to bring
forth samael the most powerful demon of all time and his lost souls prowling the halls of birchwood
manor adelaide is haunted by the whispers of the otherworldly souls who seek to use her for entry
into the real world where they would wreak havoc and rule beside their leader samael in chaos their
pleas plague her torture her tempt her samael calls to her his promise of peace in the otherworlds
increasingly difficult to resist and the stakes are high for if adelaide gives in to his urgings her two
daughters will inherit the same curse forcing them to make the same impossible choice as they too
are cast in the roles of guardian and gate in this novella that delves further into the prophecy
adelaide s struggle to reconcile her two worlds as she descends into madness will captivate fans of
the prophecy of the sisters series and new readers alike

The Complete Novels of the Lear Sister Trilogy
2011-07-09

何不自由のない暮らしを送ってきた令嬢スザンナ が 父親が何者かに殺され 彼女の人生は一変した 無一文で婚約も破棄されたスザンナは 田舎に住むおばの元に身を寄せる そこで彼女は 魅
力的な子爵のキットと出会った 二人の前に スザンナの過去に絡む衝撃の事実が 19世紀のイギリスを舞台に贈る 謎と感動に満ちたヒストリカル ロマンス

Gorgeous
2009-05-26

the central place in alexei tolstoy s work is held by his books about the events of the great october
revolution and the civil war his ordeal 1919 1941 is a book about the russian people as they forge
their way to a new life about the russian intelligentsia which as a result of a long ordeal found its
place in society tolstoy himself wrote of the plan behind his trilogy it s time to begin studying the
revolution it s time for the artist to become a historian and a thinker i not only acknowledge the
revolution with such acknowledgement alone it would not be possible even to write a novel i love its
dark majesty its world wide scope and that is the task of my novel to create this majesty this scope in
all its complexity about the authoralexei tolstoy tolstoi 1883 1945 was a classic writer and one of the
founders of soviet literature famous for his epic trilogy ordeal the historical novel peter the first the
science fiction novels aelita and the garin death ray and also many short stories dramas and
publishing articles

Whisper of Souls
2012



the sister is the first book in award winning author r j ellory s electrifying ebook exclusive trilogy three
days in chicagoland the testimonies of the sister the cop and the killer will at last reveal the dreadful
truth behind the brutal murder of a young girl in chicago in 1956 that final minute should have lasted
forever but it was gone before i knew it four years five months fifteen days and twenty two hours
collapsed into sixty seconds today i will see a man die today i will see justice delivered four and a half
years ago a man a monster put his hands around my sister s fragile neck and squeezed the life out of
her he confessed without hesitation he gave no explanation no defense and he did not ask for mercy
and as i sit here counting down his final seconds on this earth i know my wait is over i will finally get
what i truly desire to see my sister s killer executed in front of my eyes

美女とスパイ
2008-06

it hurt when the man i saw as a father referred to me as an asset but nurses are in short supply and
after a deadly attack on the east division that killed both their leader and their medical personnel he
traded me there as part of an essential alliance with their new leader on the way there an accident in
the dangerous zone between the divisions brings me and leo east s new leader closer than i d
expected he s a stubborn man and he s determined to keep me safe even if it means interfering with
my new job i have a hospital set up and more medical staff to train and i won t let him get in the way
no matter how heated our arguments get east isn t so bad i have friends here and the new hospital is
slowly taking shape but the tensions that led to my relocation are coming to a head i can only hope it
gets resolved before any more lives are taken especially mine the arrangement is a steamy dystopian
fantasy intended for adult readers

The Sisters
2000-12-01

The Sister
2012-03-15

The Arrangement
2018-12-10
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